ABSTRACT Developing cognition is difficult to achieve yet crucial for robots. Infants can gradually improve their cognition through parental guidance and self-exploration. However, conventional learning methods for robots often focus on a single modality and train a pre-defined model by large datasets in an offline way. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical autonomous cognitive architecture for robots to learn object concepts online by interacting with humans. Two pathways for audio-visual information are devised. Each pathway has three layers based on the self-organizing incremental neural networks. Visual features and names of objects are incrementally learned and self-organized in an unsupervised way in sample layers, respectively, in which we propose a dynamically adjustable similarity threshold strategy to allow the network itself to control cluster rather than using a pre-defined threshold. Two symbol layers abstract the cluster results from the corresponding sample layer to form concise symbols and transmit them to an associative layer. An associative relationship between two modalities can be built in real time by binding activated visual and auditory symbols simultaneously in the associative layer. In this layer, a top-down response strategy is proposed to let robots autonomously recall another associative modality, solve conflicting associative relationships, and adjust learned knowledge from the top down. The experimental results on two objects datasets and a real task show that our architecture is efficient to learn and associate object view and name in an online way. What is more, the robot can autonomously improve its cognitive level by utilizing its own experience without enquiring with humans.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive development has become a hot spot in the field of intelligent robotics since robots are increasingly participating in human's daily life and must be able to recognize and understand in communication situations 0, [2] . In this regard, it is important for robots to establish common ground knowledge shared between humans and robots [3] , such as object concepts. As robots might not preform appropriately in unknown and dynamic environments with pre-design internal representations [4] , they should have an ability to autonomously develop their cognition like human infants [5] .
Human infants rapidly develop the representation of the world during the first 2 years with intrinsic cognitive mechanism and parental guidance [6] , [7] . Piaget's cognitive development theory points out that infants really start to understand the concept of objects by forming primitive sample representations of objects in the sensorimotor stage [8] .
In the next two stages, they gradually form symbol representations from simple to complex. The whole experience is profoundly multimodal [9] , [10] and contains explicit internal relationships of simultaneous representations across modalities [7] , [11] which contribute to establishing the complete concepts of objects during cognitive development. Thus, young babies can learn objects based on a few features (such as shape and color) and map them to their names told by parents [12] - [14] .
For robots, some researchers have applied infant's cognitive developmental theories or brain mechanisms to develop robots' cognition. For example, Li and Meng [15] used SVM to learn sample and symbol representation of objects. Developmental Engagement-Reflection (Dev E-R) model [16] simulates the assimilation-accommodation adaptation process. Ramik et al. [17] used salient objects' detection and genetic algorithm to learn new knowledge through communicating with humans. However, there are some problems that cannot be neglected. Firstly, most learning processes are offline and time-consuming for training models. Secondly, parameters or structures of learning model are predefined and should be trained again when meeting new objects. What's more, robots cannot develop their cognition and establish common ground knowledge by interacting with humans. Thus, autonomously developing cognition is also a big challenge for robots. However, we can get inspiration from infants in other aspects. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , infants gradually learn the world by observing objects and hearing their names. Robots can simulate this process and learn object concepts with human-robot interaction to improve their intelligence as shown in Fig. 1 
(b). The process mainly involves audiovisual integration and incremental learning in an open-ended manner.
A number of researches have been proposed to integrate audio-visual information effectively. The majority of them are intended to detect and recognize targets and few are for cognitive development. For instance, some fusion networks learn visual images and sounds respectively using two branches of deep neural network and integrate them by connecting their vectors in series [19] - [21] . But these computational models have fixed topology and need to be trained with enormous data in an offline way. Frome et al. [22] proposed a deep visual semantic embedding model which utilizes the AlexNet and skin-gram language model to respectively learn visual and word vectors. It exposes another problem for multimodal integration which is how to design a universal learning algorithm for multimodality so that we need not design a special structure for each modality. Morse et al. [23] used SOM to learn three modalities of object, including vision, hearing and pose and let pose network as the associative bridge for integration. SOM [24] is appropriate for learning any modalities due to the competitive Hebbian learning mechanism. However, SOM also needs to pre-design topology with fixed node number which limits robots learning. The cognitive algorithm of robots we need should not only be general for multimodality, but also can dynamically expand the network to store all concepts it has learned.
Although SOM cannot satisfy all requirements we proposed, it shows that the self-organizing neural network may be a promising learning structure. There have been some self-organizing incremental neural networks which can solve the above problems. GNG [25] starts from two nodes and gradually inserts new nodes if it meets novel input after fixed iterations. This method allows networks to learn new classes in an online way and maybe contributes to lifelong learning. However, the fixed iteration leads the network to respond slowly towards new input. GWR [26] is faster than GNG. The network of GWR grows when new input exceeds the activation threshold and the winner node has been fired several times. Another advantage of GWR is the strategy of decaying adaptation learning rate [27] , [28] which makes the weight of nodes tend to be stable. SOINN proposed by Shen et al. [29] - [31] is also an effective network. The most significant difference with GWR is that SOINN directly represent new nodes with input vectors, whereas GWR adopts the weighted sum of the input vector and the best matched node. That will distort the real input representation.
We have investigated some researches which apply these self-organizing incremental neural networks into multimodality integration. For example, Vavrecka and Farkas [32] presented a two-layer connectionist architecture based on SOMs to bind spatial location, shape and color of objects. Parisi et al. [33] - [35] built a series of hierarchical GWR networks to fuse multimodal action representations. But the integration strategy will increase high-level nodes' dimension by combining the weights of low-level nodes. Besides, the similarity threshold is a fixed value for all nodes. However, it is difficult to set a suitable threshold for all categories and that may lead to falling into the quantity-quality dilemma. GAM [36] can overcome the deficiencies of GWR by using the connection between nodes to establish associations and dynamically adjusting the similarity threshold for each node. However, it is supervised learning with a known class of each sample. Hence, the network only considers intra-class thresholds. Whereas, STAR-SOINN [37] and M-SOINN [38] only are concerned about between-class distance. Recently, PCN [39] was put forward for online multimodal concept acquisition and binding. However, it relies on much human guidance to help make judgments. Consequently, few studies have been able to take account of increasing both categories and intra-class instances in an unsupervised manner.
On top of that, information flows in most methods are unidirectional. That means high-level information cannot feedback to low-level networks. Chang and Tan [40] and Chin et al. [41] based on ART only used input to activate a cognitive node in the category field and read out the weight of the winner node. Kasaei et al. [42] based on hierarchical object representation and extended Latent Dirichlet Allocation model also focused on the classification task and pre-defined many learning parameters. Although bidirectional learning structures have been developed, high-level information can only retrieve associative parts, and cannot give any guidance which utilizes learned experience to improve the cluster during the learning process, such as context preference-based deep adaptive resonance theory (CPD-ART) [43] . Lopes and Chauhan [44] and Chauhan and Lopes [45] , [46] proposed a bidirectional cognitive architecture based on multiple classifiers and multiple classifier combinations through Human-Robot Interaction. The role of human was teaching, asking and correcting the objects' category name. However, objects' names taught by humans are used for category symbols, not independent auditory knowledge. Kasaei et al. [47] also utilized human interaction through a graphical menu interface and developed robot's cognition by Dictionary Builder and Naive Bayesian classifier model. It's computationally efficient and consumes little memory. However, this method is not suitable for retrieving object representation.
In this work, we come up with a hierarchical cognitive architecture based on audio-visual integration and incremental self-organizing neural network to simulate the cognitive developmental process of infants. Specifically, the architecture aims to learn multimodal concepts of objects and establish the associative relationship between objects and their names. The architecture is composed of three sample layers, two symbol layers and an associative layer. Each layer comprises a self-organizing neural network. The sample layers learn sample representation and autonomously forms clusters. The symbol layers receive these clusters and processes into an abstract symbol representation. The associative layer builds an associative relationship of simultaneously activated symbols.
The contributions proposed in this work are as follows: a) A novel cognitive architecture based on self-organizing neural network can autonomously develop object concepts and realize audio-visual fusion; b) A dynamically adjustable similarity threshold strategy can combine intra-class threshold [36] and betweenclass threshold [37] , self-organize categories according to data themselves, and gain new classes and diverse intra-class instances; c) A top-down response strategy enables high-level network to feedback some response signals to recall another modality, solve conflicting associative relations and adjust learned knowledge in low-level networks without human help. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the details of the cognitive architecture and illustrates how to realize bottom-up learning and top-down response. Section 3 presents the experiments and results. Section 4 analyzes and discusses the results. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and points out some future directions.
II. METHODS
Our cognitive architecture consists of three network layers for online learning of visual object features and audio names. During the learning process, the architecture starts from an empty network, and then it can autonomously develop concrete and abstract concepts. At the same time, it establishes the associative relation between visual representations and names. An overview of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 2 . VOLUME 7, 2019 In the visual pathway, two sample layers learn original shape and color features of objects and simulate the mechanism of the brain to extract and divisionally store object features [48] . a symbol layer receives self-organizing results from sample layers of shape and color respectively and abstracts as corresponding symbols. In the auditory pathway, a sample layer learns name words and a symbol layer simplifies words into symbols. Integration of vision and names is carried out in the associative layer for developing the inner relations between two modalities.
In order to autonomously learn the intrinsic relationship of the visual representation, the visual sample layers implement a strategy which can dynamically adjust the similarity threshold of each node. Besides, during the learning process, bottom-up excitatory activities from the visual and auditory input drive the gradual development of cognitive architecture and form robot's knowledge. At the same time, previous knowledge should provide top-down guidance for current learning. For this purpose, we extended the unidirectional information transmission which adopted by OSS-GWR [28] and GAM [30] with bidirectional propagation to assist robots autonomously develop cognition.
A. SAMPLE LAYER
In the visual pathway, evidence from physiology of the human brain indicates that object concepts are represented in different neural circuits based on attribute [48] . For example, shape features are stored in the ventral and lateral occipitotemporal cortex [49] and color features are located in the lingual and fusiform gyri of the prestriate cortex [50] . Thus, we extract the normalized Fourier descriptors of the object' shape and the color histogram as visual features and build two networks to represent their exclusive area. As for auditory pathway, neurons in superior temporal gyrus perform auditory words recognition [52] . We use the Auto Speech Recognize (ASR) from iFLYTEK to translate human voice into words and assign another network to learn auditory representation.
1) VISUAL PATHWAY
The learning model of visual sample layers names the Dynamic Threshold Self-Organizing Incremental Neural Network (DT-SOINN), which combines GWR [18] and SOINN [21] , but alters the clustering method and uses a dynamically adjustable similarity thresholds strategy. Different from other models based on GWR that creates new nodes with a fixes threshold for all nodes and these networks based on SIONN that completely relies on the connection length between nodes, DT-SOINN assigns both intra-class and between-class similarity thresholds for each node to progressively learn both instances and categories.
The network of DT-SOINN is empty at the beginning. During the learning processes, it sequentially processes inputs and dynamically adjusts its topology according to competitive Hebbian learning. We define the activation function based on divergence rate which is computed by the distance between the input and its best-matching node or winner node FIGURE 3. The structure of a node area. If the discrepancy rate less than TL, the input will locate in the coverage area and update the winner and its neighbors. If the discrepancy rate is between TH and TL, an intra-class node will be created and connected with the winner. If the discrepancy rate is beyond TH, network inserts a new class node. and the weight of the winner node:
where x represents the input vector and w b is the weight of the winner node b. If the discrepancy rate is significantly large or small, the network can easily make decisions to create a new class node or update the weight of node b. However, for intermediate situations, the underdeveloped network cannot make a precise judgment. Therefore, two similarity thresholds are designed to solve the ambiguous situation. The network can firstly use a large discrepancy rate ε H and a small discrepancy rate ε L to process part of inputs. Then we define an intra-class threshold TL and a between-class threshold TH for each node. As shown in Fig. 3 , two parameters divide the area around the node into three parts: coverage area, intra-class area and external class area. TL determines the coverage area of node and TH represents the boundary between classes. TL and TH are initialized by a small value which is determined by the weight of each node, as shown in (2):
and then they can be updated by input data during the learning process rather than be pre-defined as fixed values. Consequently, new input can lead to three situations, namely, adding a new class node, adding an intra-class node and updating the most similar node. We adopt the merge strategy in Xing et al. [51] to update TL. When two nodes are close to each other, they can be merged to obtain a concise representation. They treated each node as a hyper-ellipsoid and merged two connected nodes when the volume of the combined node is less than the sum volume of the two nodes. Thus, we can replace volume by distance and compare two situations as shown in Fig. 4 . One is updating the winner b as b and another is creating a new intra-class node represented by input x. If the coverage area of node b can simultaneously cover two nodes, in other words, the diploid intra-class threshold of node b is less than the sum intra-class threshold of the two nodes as shown in (3), we can consider that the input is similar to the winner b and choose to update node b and its neighbors by the input.
Then TL b will be changed by (4) . In order to ensure the reliability, we add a constraint condition that TL b must be less than the shortest connection of node b.
where TL b represents the updated value of TL b , C b is the neighbor set of the winner b.
It is difficult to configure a suitable TH for each node. Thus, we firstly assign a small initial value of TH for each node. When the network creates a new intra-class node for the winner b, TH b is updated by (5) . If b has neighbors, the longest topological connection between node b and its neighbors is used to update TH b . If b is an isolated node, TH b equals to TL b . It's crucial to find an appropriate method to create a new intra-class node. We use the experience stored in associative layer and add a top-down response to conduct the creation. At the same time, new TH b also can be used as a threshold in further learning to create intra-class node r, if the distance between the input and the winner b is in
The TH of each node can be gradually expanded until the network learns all similar samples of the node, and then a stable boundary between each class node can be formed.
During the learning process, the activation value a of the winner node b is calculated. If the activation value exceeds the large discrepancy rate ε H , DT-SOINN creates a new class node at the position of input. If the activation value is less than the small discrepancy rate ε L and the distance between the input and the winner b is less than TL b , the winner is updated by the input. The update strategy of node weight we use is same with GWR rather than SOINN. Although they have both decaying adaption learning rate, the former simulates the habituation mechanism when synaptic perceives a stimulus repeatedly [27] , [28] and is more suitable for biomimetic cognitive research.
where 0 < γ n < γ b < 1 are the learning rates of the winner b and its neighbors n. η b and η n represent the synaptic efficacy given by:
where η 0 is the original value of synaptic efficacy, α b , τ b , α n , τ n are time constants determining the decay rate of synaptic efficacy. S(t) is the stimulus strength. We can see the synaptic efficacy decreases with the increment of activation times and the update range of node weight will approach to 0 and eventually achieve a stationary status. Whereas, if none of the above-mentioned situation is satisfied, the algorithm checks the merge condition according to (3) . If the input can be merged with the winner b, b is updated. Otherwise, a new node is created and the distance between the input and the winner is calculated to determine the class of the new node. If the distance exceeds the betweenclass threshold TH b , the new node should be treated as a new class. Otherwise, the new node is in the same class with b. Besides, DT-SOINN also receives top-down response signals from high-level layers and adjusts its learning results according to experience. The detailed introduction is given in Section D.
DT-SOINN uses two fixed discrepancy rates to roughly judge and two dynamically adjustable similarity thresholds to make fine decision. It can not only reduce the computational effort but also endow robots with more autonomous cognitive ability to form appropriate similarity thresholds of each node. The learning procedure is illustrated by Algorithm 5 in the appendix. 
Deliver the identified category information to the auditory symbol layer. 6: Go to step 2 to process the next sample.
2) AUDITORY PATHWAY
In this part, ASR translates each name into words. As the speech recognition accuracy of the ASR has exceeded 98% and we just speak simple words, not sentences with complex grammar, we can assume that each recognition result has a one-to-one correspondence with the name. Thus, we need not consider characteristics of the acoustic wave which has exceeded the scope of our research, such as tone and volume, and intra-class nodes in the network. We just distinguish names by comparing corresponding words. Although OSS-GWR [34] also uses ASR to generate action words, it predefines a specific set of words, and it is not online and incremental. Our method aims to realize lifelong learning, and can process any input name. As the recognized word of an object name is constant, no matter who speaks, we can use every word vector as a separate category and record it in a node.
The learning model in auditory sample layer is the Levenshtein Distance Self-Organizing Incremental Neural Network (LD-SOINN) which employs Levenshtein distance [53] as activation function to calculate the difference between words. The winner node is selected by:
where L is the Levenshtein distance. If two words are completely identical, namely, L(x, w b ) = 0, LD-SOINN updates the winner by adding its instance numbers. Otherwise, a new name node is created. The details are given in Algorithm 1.
B. SYMBOL LAYER
The symbol layers receive cluster information from visual and auditory sample layers and form abstract and brief symbol representations. As Fig. 2 shows, it also includes two pathways. The visual part learns categories of visual features and the auditory part processes name symbol representations.
Algorithm 2 S-SOINN 1:
Initialize the visual symbol layer network by an empty node dictionary: S = {}. 2: Receive a cluster number l ∈ N + form the sample layer. 3: Combine the number l with corresponding feature f , f ∈ {s, c, n}, and form symbols f l . 4: Learn as step 3and step 4 in Algorithm 1. 5: Deliver the symbols to the associative layer. 6: Wait top-down response from associated layer to fine tune the learned symbol nodes and transmit the response signal to the visual sample layer. 7: Go to step 2 to process the next sample.
The learning algorithm of two networks also adopts increasingly competitive learning. The network starts from an empty network and adds a new symbol node when encountering an unacquainted class delivered from sample layers.
We use s i , c j , n k to respectively represent the three classified symbols, namely, the shape, color, and name symbol, where i, j, k ∈ N + . At each time, sample layers deliver a set of class numbers i, j, k, symbol layers will combine the numbers with corresponding feature s, c, n and form visual symbols s i , c j and auditory symbol n k . Thus, the weight of each symbol node is also a string format and the learning model of both symbol parts can adopt the LD-SOINN algorithm. If the symbol does not exist, a new node is generated. If the symbol has been learned before, it activates the corresponding node and tunes its instance number. We name the algorithm of the symbol layer as Symbol Self-Organizing Incremental Neural Network (S-SOINN). Algorithm 2 gives the detail of S-SOINN.
The symbol layers can realize online incremental learning according to Algorithm 2. Although symbols do not have explicit semantic meanings, they are a kind of internal representation automatically generated by robots. These symbols can reduce the complexity of cognitive computing and be employed in other high-order cognitive processes, which will promote the cognitive development of robots. In the following associative learning, symbols are used to build audio-visual fusion and play an important role. In addition, the symbol layers also act as a bridge and deliver bidirectional information including bottom-up input and top-down response. More details will be elaborated in Section D.
C. ASSOCIATIVE LAYER
For humans, three white matter tracts connect different brain regions and make a critical difference in object recognition and understanding [53] . Accordingly, the learning algorithm in associative layer is Relation Self-Organizing Incremental Neural Network (R-SOINN), which builds the relationships between visual and auditory symbols delivered from two symbol layers to connect visual and auditory pathways and feedbacks top-down responses according to learning associative relationships.
In the associative layer, the weight of each node w a combines three symbols as a set given by:
In order to improve the autonomy of robots, R-SOINN does not require audio-visual information to appear simultaneously. Thus, the associative layer may receive either two visual symbols or one auditory symbol or both two modalities symbols. Relation nodes are activated by arbitrary modality when the corresponding symbol or symbol pair matches with the relation. Specifically, if the network only receives signal from the visual pathway and the symbol pair {s i , c j } equals to the visual part of an associative node a, then the node is activated. The associative layer assigns the auditory part {n k } as a top-down response to recall the object name. Likewise, if the network only receives a name from the auditory pathway and the auditory symbol {n k } matches with relation nodes' auditory part, the network finds the most frequently fired node as the winner and extracts its visual part {s i , c j } to retrieve visual features. This means that many relation nodes may have a same name, but a visual symbol pair is only mapped to one node. However, an object may have a lot of aliases. Thus, we expand the weight of associative node as follows:
where a, i, j, k, · · · , m ∈ N + , and {n k , · · · , n m } represents all names belong to objects with {s i , c j }. This method does not restrict how many names the associative node can learn and any name symbol can activate the visual part. Besides, when both pathways deliver symbols and there exists an associative node which contains corresponding symbols, the network will activate the node and update its instance numbers. If no node is activated, the network will combine audio-visual symbols and create a new associative node to build a new relationship. According to R-SOINN, audiovisual associative relationships can be learned in real time and contribute to developing high-level cognitive abilities as its concise form.
During the learning process, associative layer not only receives bottom-up information to learn internal modality relationship, but also uses known experience to generate topdown response so that robots can autonomously deal with different situations, such as recalling, solving conflict and adjusting knowledge as described in Section D. The details of the learning process are provided in Algorithm 6 in the appendix.
D. TOP-DOWN RESPONSE IN THE LEARNING PROCESS
The above three sections have described the bottom-up information transfer process. A complete learning process in our cognitive architecture also contains top-down response from associative layer to sample layer. Bottom-up learning process realizes the extension of knowledge in cognitive development, whereas top-down response aims to use and tune the learned knowledge which improves the cognitive level and 
ii. Deliver p to the auditory sample layer and find the corresponding words and output it. b: If recall = {s i , c j }, then:
i. Deliver recall to the visual symbol layer and transform the symbols to their original format: s i → i, c j → j. ii. Deliver respectively i, j to the shape and color sample layer and find the most frequently fired nodes as the typical node by:
and output their weights
makes robots more intelligent. The responses generated by associative layer have three types: recall, guidance and solving conflict.
1) RECALL SIGNAL
Many researches in the brain [9] , [10] , [54] have provided that single modality information also can activate other modal neurons associated with it. The recall process aims to simulate this cognitive activity in brain and a recall signal is used to retrieve another modality representation when robots only receive single modality information. A precondition that should be emphasized is a complete audio-visual relation must be learned before.
If robots see an object and an associative node is activated by visual symbol pair, associative layer will return the auditory part {n k , · · · , n m } as a recall signal. Similarly, if robots hear a name, associative layer extracts corresponding visual symbol pair {s i , c j } and feedbacks to recall visual representations. When a recall signal is returned, it will be transmitted through the symbol layer and arrive corresponding sample layer. Then the sample layer selects the typical weight which is most frequently being the winner in the cluster, and outputs it as another modal representation. Details are shown as follows:
Recall is the most important process in the top-down response and also is the basis of the other two response processes. Learned audio-visual associative relation can be fully used in this process. Different from GAM and OSS-GWR, which directly store and recall low-level representation in associative layer in unidirectional way, our method lets each layer learn and process specific information and retrieves representation layer by layer. Our approach is closer to the way in which the brain processes information. Due to symbol representation, our associative layer is more concise but effective. Whereas, GAM and OSS-GWR may take up extra memory or cause the curse of dimensionality when come to complex associative relationships.
2) GUIDANCE SIGNAL
A guidance signal is using learned knowledge in associative layer to guide low-level layers to process new input. Specifically, if the current object name has been heard before and the associative layer has learned associative visual symbols, the relationship is useful for comparing new recognized visual symbols with learned visual part of the associative node. Then the result will help to judge whether to create a new intra-class node of the winner b in visual sample layer or a new class node when the input locates in the range of [TH b , ε H · w b ]. Thus, a guidance signal will be generated when the current name activates associative nodes.
The associative layer selects and returns the most frequently fired visual symbol pair to visual symbol layer as described in step 3-b in Algorithm 6. The guidance signal eventually is delivered to visual sample layers to adjust current learning result. After adjusting, changes in visual sample layer are transmitted from bottom up again and update the whole visual pathway and the associative layer. Algorithm 4 elaborates the guidance process.
3) CONFLICTING SIGNAL
Conflicting signal occurs when two associative nodes with the same visual part have different name symbol. There are three reasons for this conflict. Firstly, these two names are aliases of each other. Secondly, the current features should not be treated as an intra-class node, but as a new class node. Thirdly, the robot hears a wrong name. All situations can be processed by fully using robots' own knowledge without enquiring human answers adopted by PCN. Thus, we design some rules to solve the conflict so that robots can autonomously develop an ability to infer and judge.
During the early learning period, the network has no ability to make accurate judgments with little experience. Thus, we can record current learning action in the visual sample layers as clues to solve these conflicts. When robots hear a new name, no corresponding associative node exists in associative layer. There are two possibilities. If the learning actions in shape and color sample layers are both updating, it means that the current object was previously seen, and the new name is the alias of the conflicting name. Then, the associative layer feedbacks a solution γ = 1 and adds the new name to the conflict associative node. Otherwise, the associative layer finds which feature node is created as intra-class node and feedbacks a solution γ = 2 to the corresponding sample layer to change the node as a new class node.
When there exists a corresponding associative node for the new name, all visual pairs will be extracted and their typical sample representations will also be recalled. Then the 
If the symbol is shape, f l = {w 1 [1] , · · · , w q [1]}; if the symbol is color, f l = {w 1 [2] , · · · , w q [2]}. b: Deliver the original format l to the corresponding sample layer and find the corresponding classes: 
iv. Transmit the new symbol result to the associative layer, remove the new associative node and learn the new symbol combination as described in Algorithm 6. 2: Go to Algorithm 7 and judge if there exists a conflict. distances between current input and these typical representations are computed. If both shape and color distances are less than TH of one typical node, it means the current object is very similar to the conflicting object, and the current name can be treated as an alias of it. Associative layer will feedback γ = 1 as described before. If one feature meets the threshold TH while another exceeds, a new class node will be created to replace the intra-class node of the latter feature. If no feature meets the threshold, associative layer will recall the first conflicting name and prompt that the current name is wrong, and tell the correct name according to learned knowledge. The detail is illustrated by Algorithm 7 in the appendix.
In our bidirectional cognitive architecture, all cognitive activities, such as recognizing, learning and decision-making, are parallel processes. Unidirectional models adopted in most studies can only expand knowledge but cannot use high-level information to adjust low-level structure. Although it can also recall other modalities, unidirectional model must deliver the low-level representations and store them in high levels. Our bidirectional way allows each layer to only process homologous representation. Besides, instructional signals from the associative layer can help low-level layers learn well and let robots be able to deal with more complex situations.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Bidirectional cognitive development based on vision and audition is conducted. We present our experimental process and results on two datasets. One dataset contains 20 common fruits and foods that have been previously used by PCN [39] . Another dataset consists of 16 color geometries. Moreover, a real task is also executed. During the learning experiment, we let our cognitive architecture learn objects' views and names. Firstly, a camera captures an object image. Visual features are taken by extracting the normalized Fourier descriptors S of object's boundary and the color histogram C, where S is a 23-dimensional vector and C is a 63 dimensional vector. Thus, each object can be represented by a visual feature pair {S, C}. At the same time, the experimenter speaks the name into the microphone, and then the voice is translated into words by the ASR of iFLYTEK. The architecture begins to learn after receiving visual and auditory information. When the current learning round finishes, we change to another object and go to the next round until all objects and names have been learned.
A. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION PROTOCOL
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed dynamic threshold strategy in DT-SOINN and the bidirectional cognitive process, we compare our cognitive development results with unidirectional self-organizing learning architecture GWR [34] and recently reported results using PCN [39] . For a consistent comparison with these two methods, we adopt similar evaluation schemes and conduct the experiment in closed and open-ended environments as Xing et al. [39] described. At the same time, the learning process is in an open-ended manner, so new examples can be introduced at any arbitrary point in time [55] . In the closed environment, all objects in a dataset are learned in one epoch. We randomly select an object and input it into the cognitive architecture each time. In the open-ended environment, a dataset is divided into two parts with different kinds of objects. The architecture first learns one part and then receives remaining objects. Experiments in both closed and open-ended environment are conducted 30 times.
The evaluation metrics widely adopted by most of methods based on self-organizing neural network include node numbers and recall rate [36] , [38] , [39] . Node numbers can reflect the complexity of networks and recall rate indicates the learning effectiveness. Whereas, Kasaei et al. [42] and Chauhan et al. [55] proposed another very standardized experimental protocol for the evaluation of open-ended category learning algorithms in quantity, speed and quality three aspects. All metrics of Chauhan et al. are measured in online way. However, as the proposed top-down response strategy can enable robots to adjust knowledge by learned experiences without human asking and correcting the recognize result, global accuracy, average protocol accuracy, and number of question/correction iterations in Chauhan et al. are not suitable for our evaluation measure. In order to better evaluate the learning performance of our method, we combine these metrics of two methods: a) Node numbers in each layer. Especially, node numbers in symbol layers also respect the number of categories learned in sample layers; b) Average node numbers per category and average number of stored instances per category, which reflect the generalization ability of node; c) Variation of the number of categories as instances inputted, indicating the online learning process; d) Visual and auditory recall rates, which are equal to recognition accuracy and indicate external learning effectiveness; e) The similarity thresholds of each node after learning, evaluating inner performance of the dynamically adjustable similarity thresholds strategy.
B. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
In DT-SOINN, we use the following network parameters: learning rates γ b = 0.1, γ n = 0.01, synaptic efficacy parameters α b = α n = 1.05, τ b = 0.3, τ n = 0.1. These parameters refer to the experience of other researches. And two discrepancy rates ε H = 0.5, ε L = 0.1 are empirically found with respect to reliability assurance of classification. PCN deals with visual, audio and gustatory fusion. We only let it learn visual-audio data. The parameters of PCN are set following the authors' suggestions, where shape and color thresholds are 4 equaling to 0.25 discrepancy rate. Human guidance is added during learning process. Our architecture and PCN are trained once to compare the ability of online learning. As GWR cannot form stable clusters until trained many times, we first train two GWRs 200 times to learn shape and color clusters. Then the trained GWRs are used to replace DT-SOINN in our architecture and learned all objects again. The network parameters of GWR are same with OSS-GWR [34] . Besides, we set the similarity threshold at with four values in {0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95} to compare the performance of dynamically adjustable thresholds with a fixed threshold.
C. RESULTS AND EVALUATION 1) DATASET 1
The dataset of 20 common fruits and foods totally has 176 samples including two kinds of object with two different names. Each object has 8 images and the object in each image is rotated by a fixed angle. Fig. 5 shows all objects of the dataset 1. In order to learn objects' names, we record their pronunciations and translate into strings by ASR.
In the experiments, our architecture learns three kinds of knowledge including sample representations, symbol representations and associative relations. Fig. 6 gives two examples of the learned knowledge in each layer. Object concepts are gradually abstracted from the bottom up and associative VOLUME 7, 2019 relation connects visual and auditory concepts. Besides, our cognitive algorithm can autonomously learn different names of the same object according to visual features as Fig. 6(b) shows.
Experimental results are shown in Table I . During the 60 times experiments, our method averagely learns 94 shape sample nodes, 73 color sample nodes, 32 shape symbol nodes, 22 color symbol nodes, 21 name sample and symbol nodes, and 57 associative nodes. The node numbers of each layer are very close in two environments. That means our method is stable in different environments. Symbol layers' nodes show that our method totally clusters 42 shape categories and 26 color categories. The reason why they are both more than the number of objects is that different views of an object may have different shape and color. The rotation of the object has larger influence on shape categories than color categories. Average node numbers per category are both 3 for shape and color and average number of stored instances per category is 4 for shape and 7 for color. That indicates our method can both recognize similar instances and learn new categories. At the same time, intra-class instances and between-class instances are both learned during the learning process.
The variation of the number of categories is shown in Fig. 7 and can reflect the online learning process. We can find that the number of learned categories increases rapidly at the beginning and gradually becomes stable as all categories have been learned. That indicates our method can realize online recognition and learning. Whereas, GWR can only learn in training stage and recognize in test stage. PCN just clusters shape and color features by topological connections and does not stores explicit categories. The numbers of categories in PCN's concept layer shown in Table 1 were counted after learning.
The shape and color symbols of GWR with at = 0.8 are insufficient to represent all categories. The symbol nodes of GWR with at = 0.95 can meet the category numbers, but the sample nodes are too much. That would suggest that the performance of GWR heavily depends on the similarity threshold. However, it is difficult to find a suitable threshold to solve the quantity-quality dilemma. Whereas, our method can autonomously learn categories due to the dynamically adaptive thresholds and top-down response. Besides, our method is more efficient than GWR, as it need not be trained many times.
Compared with PCN, our method is more autonomous, because our top-down response strategy can use learned knowledge to solve conflicts without enquiring any human answers. During the learning process, PCN averagely enquires the experimenter 104 times when meeting unknown objects or conflicting recognition results. For node numbers, although our shape and color sample nodes are both more than PCN's, the node numbers of the name sample layer and symbol layer are both obviously less than these in PCN. Besides, our associative node numbers are close to PCN's. In a word, our structure can rival PCN in complexity.
In order to verify the learning effectiveness of networks, we compare the visual and auditory recall rates by using one modality to recall another. A recall test is conducted after each learning time, in which all objects and their names learned before are tested. We also conduct the recall experiment 30 times in both closed and open-ended environment. As GWR is only used to learn visual feature, the auditory recall rate of GWR need not be considered. Table 2 indicates the recall rates of each network. Our experiments yield an overall visual recall rate of 90.02%, which is a very competitive result with respect to the state of art of 83.98% obtained by PCN. The visual recall rate of GWR is better than ours when at ≥ 0.9 and inferior to ours when at ≤ 0.85. That means the similarity threshold not only affects the node number, but also determines the recognition performance of GWR. As for auditory recall test, our method obtains accuracy of 100%, while PCN only has an average accuracy of 61.47%. One reason is that we use words to represent auditory concept, which is simpler than syllables used by PCN. Thus, our method can correctly recognize what people say each time. Another reason is the top-down guidance response, which helps mapping names to corresponding views.
To verify the validity of top-down response strategy, we record response number of the associative layer, and our method averagely generates 92 guidance signals, 6 conflict signals. That means top-down response works frequently during the learning process. As the experiments of GWR utilize our auditory sample layer, symbol layer and associative layer without top-down response, we can compare associative relations learned by our method and GWR to test the effect of this strategy. We find some conflicting associative relations in the learning results of GWR, for example,
, where 'n10' represents 'potato' and 'n12' means 'lemon'. On the one hand, potato and lemon have similar shape and color, and GWR can't distinguish the subtle differences with a fixed threshold. On the other hand, the associative layer cannot process this conflict with unidirectional learning process. Whereas, our method with top-down response can judge that the current name is an alias or a wrong name or that visual recognition results should change to a new class. The associative layer can feedback the decision signal to low-level layers to adjust the recognition results. Besides, our method can bind ''apple'' with ''fuji apple'' and ''pineapple'' with ''ananas'' as shown in Fig. 6(b) , and totally learns these relations 47 times during the 60 times experiments. Thus, the proposed top-down response strategy is effective and really plays an important role in the cognitive developmental process.
To test the effective of the dynamic adaptive similarity thresholds strategy, we record the final learning results of two dynamic adaptive thresholds showed in Fig.8 (with the vertical axis being the values of discrepancy rate and the horizontal axis being the number of each node). Most nodes significantly adjust their own thresholds during the learning VOLUME 7, 2019 process, suggesting that our method can autonomously learn from data and form two reliable similarity thresholds for each sample node. Compared with GWR, we need not consider how to find appropriate thresholds and avoid the quantityquality dilemma. Although PCN assigns a threshold for each node which is equal to a fixed discrepancy rate as shown in Fig.8 , it can't distinguish tiny difference of intra-class nodes which are created in [TL, TH ], and may treat some same class nodes as a different class.
2) DATASET 2
In order to verify the generalization of the proposed architecture, we also use these three architectures to learn our own dataset of 16 color geometries which contains 8 colors and 8 shapes. Each geometry has 8 views which are taken in the same manner of dataset 1. Dataset 2 totally has 128 samples. Fig. 9 shows all objects of the dataset 2.
The experimental procedures are the same as the description in dataset 1. In the closed environment, we input the 16 objects one by one. In the open-ended environment, we first let the architecture learn 8 objects which are randomly selected from dataset 2, and then give the remaining 8 objects. The learning setting and evaluation metrics are same with the above contrast experiments. In the experiments, our architecture also obtains three kinds of representations. Fig. 10 gives an example of the learned knowledge. Table 3 shows the learning results in two environments. Our method averagely learns 60 shape sample nodes, 20 color sample nodes, 31 shape symbol nodes, 6 color symbol nodes, 16 name sample and symbol nodes, and 40 associative nodes. Our method totally self-organizes 32 shape categories and 6 color categories. Average node numbers per category are 2 for shape and 3 for color and average number of stored instances per category is 4 for shape and 18 for color. Color cluster results and instances per category are very close to the actual numbers. Shape nodes and associative relations haven't got much competition, but shape nodes are close to PCN and associative relations are close to GWR with at = 0.95.
The shape node numbers of GWR vary little under different thresholds, but the number of color nodes is greatly affected. In other words, a fixed threshold cannot meet the learning of all features. Our method allows network autonomously form appropriate thresholds for each feature node according to data itself. Compared with PCN, our method produces significantly fewer nodes and clusters in sample and symbol layer. Our associative layer nodes are more than PCN's, the reason is that our associative relations are based on shape, color and name symbols, while PCN uses object visual concept formed by shape and color combination and auditory concept to build associative node. If PCN's associative relations are mapped into separate feature, the node number will be more than ours. The variation of the number of categories is shown in Fig. 11 . The online learning process of dataset 2 is similar with dataset 1. If all features have been learned, the number of categories will not change. An instance with new shape and color combination only influence associative layer and cannot increase shape or color category, if the shape and color are both familiar. Once a new feature comes, it will be immediately captured and learned. Thus, our method has the ability of continuously learning and recognizing. Table 4 shows the recall rates of dataset 2. Our method yields 92.18% visual recall rate and 100% auditory recall rate, which are both competitive with two other methods. The results are very closed in two environments. That suggests our method is versatile and can perform well in different datasets. Whereas, the visual recall rates of GWR are very different in two datasets. The problem should be ascribed to its fixed similarity threshold for all nodes. PCN is stable in recall tests in different situations. However, it generates too many clusters in color concept layer. In this method, nodes are connected when the second winner exceeds a fixed threshold. That means this threshold is too high to cluster similar color nodes. As PCN builds associative relation based on instance not on class, this fixed threshold cannot affect the recall rate but have influence on its topological structure. Whereas, our associative strategy is more concise for using a combination of shape and color symbols rather than using specific object concepts.
We also record the final learning results of two dynamic adaptive thresholds of dataset 2 as shown in Fig. 12 . Our method can dynamically form different TH and TL for each node. The adjustment of shape thresholds is more intense, because the difference between samples of two features is different. That is why color nodes of GWR vary greatly with different threshold, whereas shape nodes are not affected. PCN also cannot learn this difference between features. That suggests that our method can make appropriate adjustment according to the classification difference of each feature.
3) REAL TASK FOR INTERACTIVE COGNITION
In this experiment, we apply the cognitive system in a real environment to test the learning effect. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 13 . The cognitive algorithm is run in a computer to learn real objects which are placed on the placement area. The computer interacts with human and environment through a user interface. A speaker box plays computer's sound. A Logitech C920e web camera with builtin microphone is used to capture object views and human voice.
During the learning process (see Fig. 14(a) ), we show an object in front of the camera and control the computer to capture an image through the user interface. The computer extracts the object's contour and color histogram. Then, we tell its name. After the microphone captures the voice, the computer recognizes it and translates into strings by using the ASR of iFLYTEK. The cognitive algorithm learns the visual and auditory features in sample layers and builds the associative relationship in associative layers. The whole learning process is in an open-ended manner, and 18 objects are taught to the computer one by one. During the recall name process, we show an object learned before each time. The computer recalls its name, and translates the words into sound wave by the Text to Speech (TTS) of iFLYTEK. And then the computer speaks it through the audio player as shown in Fig. 14(b) . When in the recall view process, we tell a name, the computer recognizes it and show the object's shape and color in the interface's vision display area, as described 13. Our experimental setup consists of a computer to run cognitive algorithm, a speaker box to play sound and a Logitech C920e web camera with built-in microphone to capture objects' views and human voice. Human interacts with the computer through a user interface.
in Fig. 14(c) . Detailed step descriptions of each process are provided in the process area of the interface (see each subfigure in Fig.14) .
After once learning, the cognitive system learns 16 shape sample nodes, 18 color sample nodes, 18 name nodes, 16 shape symbol nodes, 18 color symbol nodes and 18 associative nodes. When we conduct the two recall tests, only two objects fail in each test. The computer cannot recall the names when human show the views of the soap box and mouse and retrieves wrong shapes of the water bottle and vacuum cup when human tell their names. The reason is that the contours of the soap box and mouse are respectively similar with water bottle and vacuum cup. Then, we only teach the computer these four objects again. The cognitive system adds two additional shape sample nodes. We repeat two recall tests 10 times hereafter, and the computer successfully completes the task every time. Both visual recall rate and auditory recall rate can reach 100%.
This experiment demonstrates that our cognitive algorithm can perform efficiently in real task. It is able to detect new objects and master their basic features after merely once or a few times learning. At the same time, appropriate associative relationships can be built between visual features and names of objects. Therefore, the cognitive system can correctly recall another modality representation with the stimuli of view or sound.
IV. DISCUSSION
The reported experimental results demonstrate that our cognitive architecture could autonomously realize online and incremental learning. Moreover, appropriate numbers of nodes were required to create stable representations for object views and names. By using the dynamical adaptive threshold strategy in the DT-SOINN, our method can merge two very close nodes to form an intra-class threshold and treat longest connection between a node and its neighbors as the between-class threshold. These two similarity thresholds start from a small value and dynamically adapt according to input samples. Thus, our method not only self-organized category concepts, but also learned intra-class instances. Whereas, One Algorithm 5 DT-SOINN 1: Initialize the visual sample layer network by an empty node dictionary V = {}. 2: Input a sample x to the sample layer. 3: If the network is empty, then: a: Add the first node 1: 
ii. Increment the instance number:
c: Else: i. Create a new class node 2: i. Update the weight of node b and its neighbors n by:
ii. ins_num b = ins_num b + 1. c: Else:
i. Suppose 1: the winner is updated to b by
and the initial intra-class threshold TL b by:
ii. Suppose 2: a new intra-class node of b is created by input x:
Choose Suppose 1 and update the winner and its neighbors by (6) 
Update the synaptic efficacy of the winner b and its neighbors n by:
Deliver the identified category information to the visual symbol layer. 8: Wait top-down response from the associated layer to fine tune the learned knowledge. 9: Go to step 2 to process the next sample. fixed threshold is not suitable for all features. What's more, there are too many features during lifelong learning, and it is not practical to set a proper threshold for each feature alone. That strategy solves the above disadvantages of fixed threshold to allow robots learn more autonomously.
The self-organizing results of our method are reliable, due to the top-down response strategy. The guidance signals help to judge whether current feature is a new class or a known class. When meeting conflicting situations, the associative layer generates conflicting signals to solve the problem without any human help. High recall rates and frequent responses demonstrate the importance and effectiveness of the topdown response strategy. PCN just connects two very close nodes to form a class. That leads to PCN form too many clusters of each feature as shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . Although PCN performs well in the visual recall test, a heavy reliance on human guidance limits robots autonomously develop their cognition. However, a drawback of our strategy is that objects with very similar view but with a different name may be improperly treated as the same thing. Thus, the more appropriate strategy is combining human guidance with robot autonomous inference.
As revealed in the recall test, our cognitive architecture is able to perfectly retrieve another modality representation. Especially, auditory recall test is exactly correct, because ASR and LD-SOINN can correctly recognize each auditory word. As long as ASR translates correct words, LD-SIONN in auditory pathway can recognize the name symbol, and then corresponding associative relation will be activated to recall the correct visual part.
From the above, our method can gradually develop the cognitive ability of the architecture. On the one hand, knowledge grows as the increment of node. Weight and similarity thresholds of each node are gradually adjusted by inputs. On the other hand, concise class symbol representation and appropriate audio-visual associative relations can be formed during the learning process. The recall rates are improved in our method without human help. Although GWR performs better Algorithm 6 R-SOINN 1: Initialize the associative layer network by an empty node dictionary: R = {}. 2: Receive symbols f l from the symbol layer.
a: Find the best matching node b by:
where N represents the numbers of auditory symbols in the node b. b: If the winner b dose not exists and there is no conflict with known relation, then: i. Get all associative nodes which contain the name symbol n k :
where q is the number of elements in R 1 . ii. Add a new node r: R = R ∪ {r}, w r = {s i , c j , n k }, and ins_num r = 1. iii. Return the visual symbol pairs in set R 1 as top-down directive signals:
iv. Wait for bottom-up adjusted results. c: Else if the winner b exists and the combined symbols conflict with known relation, then: i. Find the conflict associative node and response its auditory part as top-down conflicting signals:
ii. Wait for bottom-up adjusted results. d: Else:
i. Update the winner b by:
ii. Return conflict = {} and guidance = {}. (ins_num p ).
ii. Update the winner b by:
iii. Return visual symbol pair as recall visual signals: recall = {s i , c j }.
6: Else f l = {}. 7: Go to step 2 to process the next symbols.
than ours with a suitable similarity threshold, our method can also achieve competitive recall rates due to the proposed the dynamic adaptive similarity thresholds strategy and top-down response strategy. Besides, our cognitive architecture also can perform well in the real environment. Although the robot fails to recall a few objects after first learning, they can be correctly recognized if learned again. Thus, our cognitive algorithm is effective in open-ended learning and can successfully recall its knowledge learned before.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a new developmental cognitive architecture which can online and incrementally develop robots' cognition in the aspect of learning multimodal information, forming internal object concepts and establishing audiovisual associative relationships. Sample representation learning process of objects is performed by DT-SOINN and A-SOINN. Abstract symbol representation of objects is formed by S-SOINN in the symbol layer. And the associative ability is implemented by R-SOINN in the associative layer. The method targets online cognitive development and is novel in terms of the dynamic adaptive similarity thresholds strategy which can learn cluster boundary form data itself without human pre-defining, as well as the top-down response strategy which allows robots autonomously guide, recall and deal with conflicting situations. The DT-SOINN algorithm equips our cognitive architecture with autonomously developmental ability, i.e. each node ii. Else if the learning action of shape (color) is creating intra-class node: 1) Feedback γ = 2 to shape (color) sample layer.
2) Remove the intra-class node and add a new class node as described in step 5-a-i of Algorithm 5. ii. Compute the distance between the current input and each typical sample representation:
iii. If there exists a visual pair q that meets d ts q < TH ts q and d tc q < TH tc q then: Go to 1-b-i and feedback γ = 1 to add n curr to associative layer:
w a = w a ∪ {n curr }. Go to 1-b-ii and feedback γ = 2 to shape sample layer to add a new shape node. vi. Else: Recall the sample representation w conf of the first conflict name and print that ''This name is wrong, and I think the correct name is w conf .'' 2: Go to step 8 in Algorithm 5 and process the next object.
can gradually adapt its similarity thresholds and eventually form stable values. The S-SOINN algorithm severs as a bridge between low-level and high-level networks, which can timely convert and transmit bottom-up and top-down information. The R-SOINN integrates visual and auditory representation to create their associative relationships. These relationships play an important role to conduct top-down adjusting process. The representations in high-level layers are concise and efficient to process information as knowledge increases. Besides, they are flexible to expand any other modalities or features, not just for vision and hearing, or shape and color. The various networks are interrelated and inseparable, and they form an effective cognitive model which can contribute to realizing robots lifelong learning.
The conducted experiments in two datasets and real task revealed that online learning during cognitive development requires not only stable representations and highly learning efficiency but also the ability to cope with complex environments. When encountering conflicting situations, robots completely rely on their own experience to judge in our method. Nevertheless, these experiences may be insufficient for all situations. While in PCN, human guidance plays a crucial role in helping robots make right decisions. Thus, a more reasonable learning strategy is combining two strategies so that robots can judge by using their own experience as well as enquiring to humans. It will be considered in our future work.
APPENDIX
This section describes the complete learning algorithm in each layer of our developmental cognitive architecture. The details are illustrated in the following:
